
        
               North East Female Hockey  - Schedule A 
                   Jersey and Sock Replacement Policy 

 

North East Female Hockey allows the reuse of jerseys and socks from one season to the 
next for the Eagles and Predators programs subject to the following criteria:  

 
 

1. Jerseys and socks must fit properly, have no rips, torn seams, stains, or faded due  
to washing etc. The coaching staff will be responsible for the initial assessment to 
determine if a jersey or socks require replacement. The Directors will arbitrate any 
disagreement. 
 
2    Name bars on the jerseys will display the last name of the player and the name bar                                                                                                                            
will be the same color as the jersey. The name bar, letter font & size will be the 
standard two inch letters that North East has stipulated to its supplier as has all issues 
regarding the style, logo, colors, etc. 
 
3. Duplicate numbers will occur as a result of the double aging in female hockey &  
in fact there may be instances where three players may have the same number . In the 
event of duplication the following would apply: 
 

A.  In the event of a minor & major age player, the major age would have first 
choice to keep the number & the minor age player would need to select a new 
number.  
 
B. In the event of two players of the same birth year, a flip of the coin will 
determine who gets to keep the number. BOTH players will share the cost of the 
new sweaters for the player losing the toss. 
 
C.  In the event of three players of the same age or combination of birth years the 
major age player would have first choice or a flip of the coin if two or all three of 
the same age. Again, ALL players affected will share the cost of the jerseys for 
the two players that did not win the toss or were accorded the number by majority 
age. 
      

5. In 2018-2019 the Eagles program will be updating their look and all participants           
at the A level will be required to purchase both home and away jerseys with matching 
home and away socks. 

 
 

6. In the event the supplier is unable to acquire & supply jerseys of the current          



  style and color, new jerseys may be required for all players.  
 

7. Coaches will meet with their team within a day or two of team selection to  
determine sock and jersey replacement needs for the current season subject to the 
criteria’s outlined above. The directors will advise contact information to all 
coaches selected to ensure sweaters & socks are available for league play. 
 

      8.  Players are responsible for all uniform costs through their respective teams.  
 
      9.  Sweaters and socks are to be worn only for games. Any socks/sweaters                                                
           damaged will need to be replaced at the players cost. Sweaters may be  
           entrusted to the coaching staff during the season. 
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